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Abstract
This talk will describe how we have arrived at an air transportation system that is running at the edge of chaos. A new passenger based Quality of Service (QOS) Metric is introduced that more fully describes today’s network chaotic behavior. The much discussed NextGen air traffic management system will have little effect on either increasing the network capacity or decreasing the current poor Quality of Service. A real Passenger’s Bill of Rights, similar to the European model, will only be feasible when the current federal regulatory problems are solved. The nation needs a system network management tool to spread the network load over more airport hubs to allow operations to work at a safe and predictable rate. Airport arrival time slot auctions are proposed as a new nation-wide network load balancing tool that can both eliminate most flight delays and cancellations. Once the network is load balanced, with airlines using larger aircraft with feasible flight schedule frequencies, the NextGen system technology can be used to increase aircraft fuel efficiency and either further increase system capacity or increase system safety. The apparent paradox of how a new government regulation, leading to fewer flights at major US airports, will produce greater predictable and safer air transportation capacity will be explained. If this problem is not addressed soon, the potential economic impact to the nation’s leisure industry will be discussed. The growth in Very Light Jet (VLJ) affordable air taxi service for business travel will be explored. Donohue’s 3 Rules of Air Travel will be explained.
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An informal coffee & cookie reception will be held prior to the lecture at 2:30 p.m. in the John L. Rich Conference Room, ARMS 3326